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Abstract. In this article, we compare two self-organization and hierarchical rout-
ing protocols forad hoc networks. These two protocols apply the reverse ap-
proach from the classical one, since they use a reactive routing protocol inside
the clusters and a proactive routing protocol between the clusters. We compare
them regarding the cluster organization they provide and the routing that is then
performed over it. This study gives an idea of the impact of the use of recursive-
ness and of the partition of the DHT on self-organization andhierarchical routing
in ad hoc networks.
keywords: ad hoc networks, hierarchical routing, DHT, comparison, simulation.

1 Introduction

Ad hoc networks are composed of independent terminals that communicate via wire-
less interfaces. Every mobile node can move everywhere, disappear or appear in the
network at any time. In order to allow communications between any pair of nodes that
are not within communication range, intermediate nodes need to relay the messages. A
routing protocol is thus required to provide routes betweenany pair of nodes in the net-
work. Ad hoc networks have been becoming very popular these last years due to their
easiness of use and deployment (no infrastructure needed).Their applications range
from the network extension to spontaneous networks in case of natural disaster where
the infrastructure has been totally destroyed, to the monitoring and the gathering of data
with wireless sensor networks. Due to the dynamics of wireless networks and the termi-
nal specificities (limited memory size and computing capacities), the routing protocols
for fixed networks are not adapted.Ad hoc routing protocols proposed in the MANET
working group at IETF1 are all flat routing protocols, with no hierarchy. If flat routing
protocols (proactive2 and reactive3 routing protocols) are quite effective on small and
medium size networks, they are not suitable for large scale or very dense networks be-
cause of bandwidth and processing overheads they generate [18,8]. A common solution
to this scalability problem is to introduce a hierarchical routing.

A hierarchical routing relies on a self-organization of thenetwork in a specific par-
tition, calledclustering: the terminals are gathered into clusters according to somecri-
teria, each cluster being identified by a special node calledcluster-head. In this way,

1 http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/manet-charter.html
2 Nodes permanently keep a view of the topology. All routes areavailable as soon as needed.
3 Routes are searched on-demand. Only active routes are maintained.



nodes store full information concerning nodes in their cluster and only partial infor-
mation about other nodes. In addition to its scalable feature, such an organization also
presents numerous advantages as to synchronize mobile nodes in a cluster or to at-
tribute new service zones. Based on this partition, different routing policies are used in
and between clusters:
(i) either proactive routing in the clusters and reactive routing between the clusters,

which is the most common approach in the literature [5,7,16],
(ii) or reactive routing in the clusters and proactive routing between the clusters [17,11].

In this paper, we study the second approach of the hierarchical routing,i.e. using a
reactive routing in the clusters and a proactive routing between the clusters. Such a hi-
erarchical routing implies an indirect routing,i.e. the routing is performed in two steps:
the look-up step that locates the destination node and the routing step to directly join it.
Such an approach for hierarchical routing seems to us more scalable and more promis-
ing than the first one. Indeed, most of the clustering algorithms found in the literature
provide a constant number of clusters when the intensity of nodes increases [4,9,15].
Thus, when the node density increases, there are stillO(n) nodes per cluster and using a
proactive routing scheme in each cluster implies that each node still storesO(n) routes,
which is not more scalable than flat routing.

As far as we know, nowadays, in the literature, only two workspropose this re-
verse hierarchical routing approach. They mainly differ inthe self-organized structure
they provide. The first one is called the density-based protocol [11] and uses a simple
clustering structure. The second one is SAFARI [17] and usesa recursive hierarchical
clustering structure. Both protocols use a DHT to perform the indirect routing.

In this paper, we compare SAFARI and the density-based protocol to analyze the
impact of the use of recursiveness in the self-organization. Comparisons are lead re-
garding to the clustering structure provided and the quality of each indirect routing step
(look-up and final routing). We will see that the main differences concern the stabi-
lization time and the way the DHT has to be implemented over the resulting clustering
structure. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
the indirect routing and the DHT principles. Section 3 briefly describes SAFARI and
the ”density-based” algorithm. Section 4 presents the simulation model. The cluster
organizations are analyzed and compared in Section 5 while Section 6 provides a com-
parison of both routing steps and DHT utilization. Finally,in Section 7, we discuss
some improvements and future works.

2 Indirect Routing and DHT

The goal of this paper is to compare two ways of applying a proactive routing protocol
between clusters and a reactive routing protocol inside clusters. For such a hierarchical
routing, an indirect routing is required. Indeed, a proactive routing protocol between
clusters means that, knowing the cluster of the target node,the source node is able to
route toward this cluster without any extra information. Then, once the message has
reached the destination cluster, it can reach the target node thanks to a reactive routing
protocol inside this cluster. Nevertheless, to be able to proceed like this, the source node
has to know to which cluster the target belongs to. This routing process thus needs a



preliminary step which allows the source node to learn the location of the target node.
Routing is thus performed in two steps: a first step calledlook-up which allows to learn
the location of the destination and a second step which sendsthe message toward this
location.

The most common tool used to performed an indirect routing isthe Distributed Hash
Table (DHT). It allows to share routing information over thenodes of the network. In
this way, the required memory size on each node is minimized,which allows network
scalability. A DHT uses a virtual addressing spaceV . Each nodeu of the network is
assigned a ”virtual address”V Idu ∈ V as well as a partition of this virtual space. Let
denote byIu the partition ofV assigned to nodeu. A hash function associates the
identifier of every nodev to a virtualkeyv ∈ V (one says that the id ofv is hashed
into thekeyv ∈ V). v will then register its location at nodey such thatkeyv ∈ Iy.
This allows to identify some rendezvous points:y is a rendezvous point for nodev. The
hash function is known by every node of the network and may then be used by a source
to identify the rendezvous point that stores the location ofthe target node.

The routing process used by the source to reach the rendezvous point and then the
final node is either dependent or independent of the virtual space of the DHT. In DHT-
independent routing schemes, the virtual address is not used for the routing operation.
The nodes generally know their geographical coordinates, either absolute (by using a
GPS for example) or relative, that is the location information they associate to the key.
By performinghash(target), a nodeu gets the geographical coordinates of a rendezvous
areaA. u then applies a geographical routing protocol to join a nodev laying inA and
that is aware of the geographical coordinates of the target node. From it, nodeu is able
to reach the destination by performing a geographical routing once more [1,2,14].

In DHT-dependent routing schemes, the virtual space of the DHT is used not only
for locating but also for routing toward the destination. The virtual address is dependent
of the location. In this way, the consistency of the routing protocols rely on the consis-
tent sharing of the virtual addressing space among all nodesin the network. The routing
is performed over the virtual structure. In such scenarii, anodeu performinghash(w)
gets the virtual address of the rendezvous pointv. From it,u routes in the virtual space
to v and obtains the virtual address ofw. Thusu is able to reachw by routing in the
virtual space again. The routing scheme used is generally a greedy routing: ”Forward to
the neighbor in the virtual space which virtual address matches the best the virtual ad-
dress of the destination”. This is for instance the case of Tribe [20] or L+ [3]. The main
challenge here is to disseminate the partitions of the virtual space in such a manner that
the paths in the virtual space are not much longer than the physical routes.

In most of the proposals, both indirect routing phases (look-up and final routing)
are performed in the same way, either in the physical network(for DHT-independent
routings) or in the virtual one (for DHT-dependent routings). SAFARI uses a DHT-
dependent routing scheme. In the density-based approach, each routing step is per-
formed in a different manner. The look-up is routed by using the virtual address of
the rendezvous point (DHT-dependent) whereas the routing toward the final destination
is performed over the physical network (DHT-independent).

There exist many ways to distribute the virtual addressing space over the nodes of
the network, as it is strongly linked to the way the routing isattended to be performed.



Each proposal introduces its own way to distribute the virtual space. As we will see
in Section 3, SAFARI and the density-based algorithm strongly differ in the way they
distribute the partitions of the DHT addressing space. In SAFARI, the self-organization
of the network and the distribution of the DHT intervals are performed simultaneously
whereas in the density-based algorithm, both steps are distinct.

3 SAFARI and the density-based algorithm

In this section, we describe the two protocols we have considered: the SAFARI pro-
tocol [17] and the density-based protocol [11]. We only givethe main ideas and basis
of the clustering, locating and routing steps of the two protocols. For more details,
please refer to their respective references. Both protocols pursue the same goal to offer
a network organization allowing a scalable routing. We willsee that the two protocols
strongly differ in the way they self-organize the network and in the DHT implemen-
tation. The density-based algorithm computes an organization with only one level and
distributes the DHT addressing space afterward. The SAFARIheuristic proposes a re-
cursive cluster hierarchy: nodes are grouped into clusters(cells or level-1 clusters),
clusters into super-clusters (super-cells or level-2 clusters) and so on. This hierarchical
structure is built simultaneously with the DHT implementation.

3.1 Density-based heuristic

Cluster formation: The cluster formation is based on a metric called ”density”,
previously introduced in [10]. The density of a nodeu is the ratio between the number
of links4 in its neighborhood (links betweenu and its neighbors5 and links between two
neighbors ofu) and the number of its neighbors. To compute clusters, each node locally
computes its density value and periodically broadcasts it locally to its neighbors. Each
node is thus able to compare its own density value to its neighbors’ density values and
decides by itself whether it joins one of them (the one with the highest density value)
or it wins and elects itself as a cluster-head. Figure 1 illustrates the cluster formation.
Nodei has elected nodeh as its parent. In case of ties, the node with the lowest identity
(denoted Id henceforth) wins. This is the case in Figure 1 forinstance for nodesj and
f which both have the same density value but asId(f) < Id(j), nodej joins node
f . A node’s parent can also have joined another node and so on (nodec joins node
b which joins nodeh). A cluster extends itself until it reaches another clusterand the
cluster radius is thus not defineda priori. Clusters are then identified by the Id of the
cluster-head. By performing this joining process, we actually build a directed acyclic
graph (DAG). The clustering process builds clusters by building a spanning forest of
the network. One-level hierarchy is built.

Distributing the DHT addressing space [11]: In the density-based algorithm, the
virtual spaceV is shared in each cluster among the branches of the trees.V is first shared
by the cluster-heads between themselves and their children, proportionally to the size of

4 There is a link as soon as two nodes are within transmission range.
5 Two nodes are neighbors if there exists a link between them.
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Fig. 1. Example of trees and clusters built by the density-based algorithm. Dashed links
represent the wireless links which do not belong to the DAG, arrows represent a link in
a tree directed from a node to its parent, cluster-heads appears in white.

the subtree of each of them. Then, each internal node recursively shares, between itself
and its children, the partition given by its parent, and so one, till reaching the leaves of
the trees. This step has a time complexity inO(tree length). The tree length has been
proved to be bounded by a low constant [13].

Indirect routing [11]: In the density-based protocol, the two steps of the indirect
routing are not performed in the same way. The first step (look-up and registration) is
routed in the DHT space, whereas the second step is performedin the physical space.
The location of nodes is the identifier of their cluster. Thehash function returns one
virtual address which exists in each cluster. Each node registers its location in each
cluster, at nodes identified by thehash function. In this way, the location of every
node in the network is contained in each cluster. The look-upcan thus be performed
locally in a cluster. Routing in the DHT logical space is doneby using an interval
routing over the clustering tree. Interval routing allows to minimize information routing
stored at each node. As the partition of the DHT in each tree ofthe DAG, the interval
routing provides the shortest paths in the tree [19]. The second step of the indirect
routing is performed in the physical space: if the source andthe target node are in the
same cluster, a reactive routing is performed by using an energy-efficient broadcasting
operation described in [12]. Otherwise, the target clusteris reached by using the path of
clusters returned by the inter-cluster proactive routing.

3.2 The SAFARI project

Cluster formation: SAFARI provides al-level hierarchy of cells. It is built re-
cursively, based on an automatic self-selection of nodes ascluster-heads (also called
drums). At the initializing step, nodes have to wait during a random time before decid-
ing to self-declare themselves as level-1 drums or not. A level-i drum may decide to up
or down its level according to how far it is from other level-(i + 1) and level-(i) drums.
If a level-i drum does not hear from any level-(i+1) drum within a distance lower than
a threshold depending oni, it self-declares itself as a level-(i + 1) drum. If two level-i
drums are within a distance lower than another threshold also depending oni, only the
greatest Id remains a level-i drum, the other one becoming a level-(i − 1) drum back.
A level-i drum is also a level-j drum for all0 ≤ j ≤ i. With such a process, level-i

cells are gathered into level-(i+ 1) cells and so on. Plain nodes are seen as level-0 cells
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Fig. 2. Example of a SAFARI cluster organization. Fundamental cells have the follow-
ing coordinates : A=[256 387 966], B=[102 387 966], C=[071 387 966], D=[308 659
966], E=[285 659 966], F=[003 741 966], G=[593 741 966]. NodesS andD thus have
the following DART: S =([256 387 966];[308 659 966];[285 659966];[003 741 966]);D
=([256 387 966];[102 387 966];[071 387 966];[308 659 966];[003 741 966])

and the unique highest level cell (level-l cell) gathers all the nodes of the network. Each
level-i drum joins a level-(i + 1) drum. All level-i drums joining the same level-(i + 1)
drum belong to the same level-(i + 1) cell. The radius of each cell is bounded, accord-
ing to its level toDi hops,i being the cell level. Each level-i drum periodically emits a
packet calledbeacon everyTi, Ti depending on the leveli. The higher the drum level,
the longer the beacon emission period. These beacons are forwarded by all nodes within
h×Di hops,h being a constant. All nodes store all the beacons they forward in a Drum
Ad Hoc Routing Table (DART). This hierarchical algorithm gives a unique ancestry for
each node. Figure 2 gives a SAFARI cluster organization thathas a recursive structure.

Distributing the DHT addressing space: Contrariwise of the density-based algo-
rithm, SAFARI distributes the DHT virtual addressing spacewhen building the cluster-
ing structure. Indeed, each node is assigned a coordinate based on the drum structure.
If COORD(di) is the coordinate of a level-i drumdi andPARENT (di) is the level-
(i+1) drum joined bydi, we have:COORD(di) = COORD(PARENT (di)).Rand

whereRand is a uniform random number. Level-0 drums (regular nodes) are leaves
in the hierarchy and their coordinate isCOORD(d0) = COORD(PARENT (d0)).
Thus, all nodes in a fundamental cell have the same coordinate. The coordinates of
the nodes form the logical Id spaceV of the DHT.V is shared over every node of the
network while in the density-based,V is shared as many times as there are clusters.

Indirect routing: In SAFARI, both steps of the indirect routing,i.e. the look-up
and the routing toward the final target, are performed the same way in the DHT space.
The underlying idea of the look-up process is that generally, nodes communicate more
with other nodes that are close to them. When performinghash(v), thehash function
returnsk different coordinates for each leveli (2 < i ≤ l), that isk ∗ (l−1) rendezvous
points. These coordinates will be used byv to identify the nodes at which it has to
register its location and by other nodes looking for nodev. Nodev will register its



coordinatek times in each level-i cell it belongs to, fori ranging from2 to l (as every
node has the same coordinate in the same level-1 cell, nodes do not register in their
level-1 cell). As node coordinates are randomly chosen by the nodes themselves, the
coordinates returned by the hash function are not necessaryhold by a node. Therefore,
nodes look for nodes in their DART which coordinate is the closest to the one returned
by thehash function. A nodex looking for nodev first sends a look-up request in
the level-1 cells that belong to the same level-2 cell than itself by selecting the closest
coordinate in its DART (let’s say nodeu). If it does not find any right rendezvous point,
it looks in level-2 cells, and so on, upping the level after each look-up failure. Otherwise,
u does the same to forward the request of nodex till reaching the fundamental cell of
the rendezvous noder. There, the location is stored either by the drum of this cell, or
by a node in the cell, reached thanks to a reactive routing inside the fundamental cell (it
is not clear in SAFARI). Ifr knows the coordinate requested, it returns them tou which
will then be able to reachx by the same way it had reachedr. If r does not know the
coordinate,x reiterates the look-up process at an upper level and so on.

4 Simulation Model

We use a simulator we developed in C language that assumes an ideal MAC layer,i.e.
it does not consider interferences and packet collisions occurring at the MAC layer.
Voluntarily, we did not use a network simulator which simulates a realist MAC layer
because, as we wish to compare two network layer protocols, we do not want to be
mistaken about their performances if any problem occurs at some lower layer. Nodes
are randomly deployed in a1× 1 square using a Poisson Point Process (node positions
are independent) with various levels of intensityλ (in such processes,λ represents the
mean number of nodes per surface unit). Every node has the same transmission range
R. There is an edge between two nodes if and only if their Euclidean distance is at
mostR (derived from the Unit Disk Graph model [6]). All the given results have a95%
- confidence interval. Both algorithms are compared over thesame samples of node
distribution.

Simulation parameters: In order to fairly compare both protocols, parameters have
been tuned similarly for SAFARI and the density-based algorithms. In SAFARI, the
cell radiusDi and the periods of beacon transmissionTi need to be determined for
the lowest hierarchical leveli = 1 and then, upper levels parameters are computed
from it. Previous simulations of the density-based algorithm have shown that it provides
a cluster radius between3 and4 hops [10]. Thus, in our simulations, we have fixed
D1 = 3 in SAFARI in order to get similar level-1 clusters in both protocols. Note that
D1 = 3 is also the value set by the authors of SAFARI in [17]. Still inorder to compare
both protocols, we assume that the packets exchanged in the density-based protocol
are emitted everyT1 time units (period of level-1 beacons transmission in SAFARI).
In SAFARI, at the initializing step, nodes have to wait during a random time drawn
in [0..X ]s before deciding to self-declare themselves as a drum or not.For all these
parameters, we used the same values as the authors of SAFARI,i.e. T1 = 2s, X = 5s

and a SAFARI node registers its locationk = 3 times at each level.



5 Cluster formation

In this section, we provide an analysis of the differences and similarities of both pro-
tocols regarding the cluster formation. As already mentioned, the main difference be-
tween both protocols is that the density-based algorithm provides a1-level hierarchy
whereas SAFARI builds a recursive hierarchy ofl levels. Nodes in the density-based
algorithm only use two-hop-away information (to compute their density value and then
to elect their parent) while level-i drums in SAFARI need information in their DART,
collected up toDi+1 hops. Thus, to build fundamental (level-1) clusters, nodes need
to collect information up toD1 hops. In order to fit different kinds of topologies and
environments, the radius of clusters in the density-based algorithm is not seta priori
whereas in SAFARI, the maximum radiusDi of level-i clusters has to be previously
fixed (1 ≤ i ≤ l).

In the density-based algorithm, each new node entering the network checks its
neighborhood, computes its density value and elects its parent. The algorithm stabi-
lizes pretty quickly in a time proportional to the cluster radius [13]. In SAFARI, at
the initializing step, nodes have to wait during a random time before deciding to self-
declare themselves as drums or not. Moreover, the drum selection decision is based on
the DART and thus on the beacons emitted by the drums. The stabilization time is thus
linked to the initializing random back-off and also to the beacon frequencyTi (thusT1

for the fundamental cells).
We have compared by simulation the clusters built by both protocols. The simula-

tion model is described in Section 4. Note that, in both cases, because of the clustering
algorithms, only the node degree impacts the cluster/drum characteristics of the cluster-
ing structures6. The network expansion only impacts the number of hierarchical levels
built by SAFARI: between3 and4 levels for a500-node topology with radius node
set higher than0.1 and between2 and3 levels otherwise. We will see later that this
number of levels strongly impacts the stabilization time and the look-up performances
in SAFARI.

Table 1 shows the different cluster characteristics we computed for different values
of R that correspond to different values for the mean degree. In order to fairly compare
these two protocols, all these data concern only the features of the level-1 clusters for
SAFARI. The diameter of a cluster is the maximum number of hops between any pair
of nodes of this cluster. Results show that clusters presentsimilar average character-
istics whatever the node degree (similar amount of clustersand diameters). However,
even if the average values are similar, we can note that the density-based algorithm
is much more stable as the clustering stabilization time andits standard deviationσ
shows. Note that SAFARI does not stabilize at every time. This is due to the fact that,
at the initialization step, the first drum that appears in thenetwork is the one which
random waiting time has expired the first. The cells are henceforth built according to
the order of the waiting time periods of the nodes. As this waiting period is random, the
clusters formed in the network may not be distributed in a good way, i.e. it is possible
that nodes have to up and down their levels many times before stabilizing, which may
take a long time. It is also possible that a node oscillates between two different levels

6 Therefore, in topologies like grid or chain, clusters features remain the same.



δ 15.7 18.8 22.0
DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI

# clusters 11.70 16.2 10.08 12.6 8.06 11.4
Diameter 4.99 4.67 5.52 4.62 5.50 4.76
Clustering stabilization time 5.27 107.67 5.34 113.41 5.33 91.95
σ(Clustering stabilization time) 0.63 132.41 0.74 135.56 0.85 123.69
DHT stabilization time 11.29 107.67 11.52 113.41 12.07 91.95

δ 25.1 28.3 31.4
DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI

# clusters 7.03 9.10 6.15 8.10 5.57 7.40
Diameter 5.65 4.83 6.34 4.77 6.1 4.73
Clustering stabilization time 5.34 90.55 5.43 60.61 5.51 61.97
σ(Clustering stabilization time) 0.99 111.18 1.21 115.58 1.44 118.69
DHT stabilization time 12.02 90.55 12.29 60.61 12.51 61.97

Table 1. Some cluster characteristics for both metrics over a500-node Poisson distri-
bution and for different values ofR (which gives different values ofδ).

trying to respect all conditions of the level selection algorithm. As long as a node os-
cillates, the network never stabilizes. The clustering stabilization time is given in time
units in Table 1. It represents the number of steps required before the cluster formation
has stabilized. For SAFARI, results have been considered into computations only when
the algorithm converges. We can notice that, for the density-based algorithm, the node
intensity in the network does not impact the stabilization time. SAFARI is much longer
to stabilize than the density-based heuristic (between 12 and 20 times longer) and that
the clustering stabilization time of SAFARI fluctuates a lotas the standard deviation
σ(clustering stabilization time) shows.

The DHT stabilization time, also given in Table 1, represents the number of steps re-
quired before both the clustering structure has stabilizedand the DHT addressing space
has been shared between nodes. Note that for SAFARI, this corresponds to the clus-
tering stabilization time as both operations are performedsimultaneously. Contrarily,
the density-based algorithm needs some more steps to distribute the virtual addressing
space over each cluster. Nevertheless, note that this number of additional steps remains
low and constant as it is equal to twice the tree depth which isbounded by a constant.

6 Look-up and Routing

In this section, we provide analysis and comparisons of the lookup and routing steps
of both algorithms. In the density-based heuristic, the look-up is performed inside a
cluster by performing an interval routing over the different branches of the clustering
tree [11]. As the cluster diameter is generally low (as seen in Section 5), the look-up
step is expected to need only a few hops to reach the rendezvous point, unlike SAFARI
in which a rendezvous point may be everywhere in the network.

Moreover, if we assume a static network, the look-up in the density-based algorithm
always succeeds, which may not be the case in SAFARI. This is due to the fact that
level-i drums send their beacons to nodes in the level-i cells in the same level-(i + 1)
cell than themselves. Thus, in a hierarchy with3 or more levels, all nodes do not receive



δ 15.7 18.8 22.0
DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI

# look-up Requests 1 1.71 1 1.82 1 1.78
Look-up Success 100% 95.70% 100% 92.20% 100% 90.90%

Look-up length 2.96 14.94 3.07 12.56 3.15 10.68
Route Length 5.69 7.28 6.67 5.87 6.37 6.17
Global Route Length11.61 37.16 12.81 30.99 12.67 27.53

δ 25.1 28.3 31.4
DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI DensitySAFARI

# look-up Requests 1 1.79 1 1.58 1 1.54
Look-up Success 100% 85.80% 100% 90.50% 100% 91.00%

Look-up length 3.16 10.36 3.21 8.63 3.24 5.04
Route length 6.75 5.88 6.61 5.73 6.66 5.09
Global Route Length13.07 26.60 13.03 22.99 13.14 15.17

Table 2. Comparison of SAFARI and the density-based algorithm for the routing steps.

all beacons from all drums and do not have the same information in their DART. When
a noded (see Figure 2) wants to register, it hashes its own identifierand sends its
registration request to the nodeu which coordinate is the closest to the one returned
by the DHT.u will do the same to forward the request of noded till reaching the
fundamental cell of a rendezvous nodeh. Thus, nodeh is the node reached from the
DART of noded. But as nodes have different information in their DART, whena nodes
locating in another level-2 cell wants to find noded, it will reach an eventual rendezvous
noden from its own DART which would not have been previously contacted by noded.
Thus the look-up fails. The bigger the number of levels of thenetwork, the greater the
chances that a source does never find any node responsible forstoring the coordinate of
the destination node.

Table 2 gives several features of look-up and routing steps for both algorithms. As
in SAFARI, if a look-up request fails, a node reiterates the look-up operation toward
another potential rendezvous node at the upper level, we give the mean number of tries
before a success (i.e. the average level a query has to visit before succeeding). This
number is given only for the look-up steps that finally find thecoordinate of the des-
tination node. The mean number of needed look-ups and the look-up success ratio in
SAFARI depend on the number of hierarchical levels SAFARI built, as explained be-
fore. If 2 levels are built, every look-up query succeeds, as every node has the same
DART. The look-up route length is the mean number of hops a query has to do before
reaching the rendezvous node. As the look-up queries are routed inside a cluster in the
density-based algorithm and in the whole network in SAFARI,the look-up paths are
obviously shorter in the density-based approach. The routes length is the path length of
the message from the source to the destination in the second step of the indirect routing.
The global route length is the total number of hops that a message from the source have
to do before reaching the final destination. It is the sum of twice the look-up path length
and the route length. Indeed, the query has to make a round trip before the source be
able to route toward the destination. We can also note that the look-up paths in SAFARI
are much longer than the paths in the second step of the indirect routing, which is not
the case in our approach. Note that the route length also depends on the network expan-



Density-based SAFARI
Hierarchy Simple Recursive
Metric density + ID Random time + ID
Cluster radius automatic fixed
Level fixed (= 1 for routing) l levels (automatic)
Convergence fast and ensured variable and not ensured
Registration Once in each clusterk ∗ (l − 1) times in the network
Lookup Success Ratio 100% Depends on the number of levels

Table 3. Comparison of SAFARI and the density-based algorithm.

sion. The more expanded the network, the higher number of hops in average between
the source and the destination. For the same reasons, the look-up path in SAFARI also
depends on the network diameter, but, as the clusters are based only on local informa-
tion, they do not depend on the network diameter. Since the density-based algorithm
routes look-up queries inside a cluster, the look-up paths in the density-based algorithm
are the same whatever the network expansion. Thus, even if the look-up path is about
half of the global route, this will not be the case when the network will grow as the
look-up path length is constant. Then, in a very expanded network, the look-up path
length will become negligible before the routing path length whereas in SAFARI, the
look-up path length will remain important before the globalroute length. Finally, be-
cause of SAFARI stabilization problem, we did not run simulations for more expanded
networks to verify this feature.

7 Conclusion

In this article, we have compared the two only protocols proposing a hierarchical rout-
ing protocol forad hoc networks based on a proactive routing between clusters and a
reactive routing in clusters. One of them presents a recursive hierarchical organization
whereas the other one presents a single level hierarchy. These two algorithms have dif-
ferent features that greatly impact the performances of thebuilt structure and of the
routing. The recursive structure and the partition of the DHT in SAFARI seem to make
the routing more complex and lead to low performances compared to a simple cluster
organization and to a natural distribution of the hash table. We summarize in Table 3 the
main differences between both protocols. As we noticed, both algorithms build equiva-
lent clusters (level-1 clusters for SAFARI) in terms of diameter and size. Nevertheless,
the SAFARI algorithm has shown stabilization failures as itcan be very slow to con-
verge because of oscillation of the levels of the drums. Moreover, the look-up proposed
by SAFARI does not guarantee to find the coordinate of the destination node and, even
when it succeeds, the look-up path is much longer than the physical path from the
source to the destination, which implies latency, weaknessand useless energy spent and
may lead to scalability problems. At the opposite, the density-based algorithm presents
a good behavior compared to SAFARI since it has been proved tostabilize in a low
and constant time. Moreover, the look-up queries always succeed and the look-up path
length remains low as queries are routed locally.

For future works, we intend to pursue the comparisonsi) in term of message com-
plexity (ii) by evaluating the performances of this hierarchical routing in an ad hoc



environment based on a more realistic MAC layer (i.e. that takes collision into account)
and iii) by studying the behavior of each of the algorithm in the context of mobility.
Nevertheless, since even in a static and ideal MAC environment, SAFARI presents sev-
eral failures, we are not very optimistic. Finally, we also intend to compare the perfor-
mances of this kind of hierarchical routing with a classicalad hoc flat routing protocols
(like OLSR or AODV) and with a hierarchical routing using a proactive routing inside
clusters and a reactive routing between clusters.
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